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OSCILLATORY INTEGRALS AND UNIQUE CONTINUATION
FOR SECOND ORDER ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
CHRISTOPHER D. SOGGE

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we establish a unique continuation theorem for solutions of
equations
(1.1 )

P(x,D)u = Vu

with highly singular potentials V(x) when P(x ,D) is a second order elliptic
partial differential operator having bounded measurable coefficients and a real
principal part with COO coefficients. With this notation our main result is the
following.
Theorem 1.1. Let n ~ 3, p = 2nj(n + 2) and u satisfy Dau E Lioc(X), 0 ~
lal ~ 2, where X c R. n is a connected open set. If
( 1.2)

IP(x ,D)ul ~ Vlul,

and V E L~2 , then u is identically 0

in X,

if it vanishes in a nonempty open subset.

A well-known counterexample (see [11]) indicates that the condition V E
L~2 is in the best possible nature. This counterexample, however, has to do
with unique continuation from a point rather than from open sets as in Theorem
1.1. We hope to treat unique continuation from a point in a subsequent paper.
Results of this type for constant coefficient operators were obtained by Sawyer
[14] for low dimensions and Jerison and Kenig [11] for general n. There was
a lot of previous work, and we refer the reader to [11, 14] for further references. Also, Jerison and Kenig proved the stronger result that there is unique
continuation from a point for constant coefficient operators.
For variable coefficient operators our results improve one of Hormander [8]
which says that there is unique continuation from open sets for solutions to (1.1)
when V E L~;-2)/7 and n ~ 5. This result is weaker since L~;-2)/7 c L~2;
however, Hormander's theorem requires weaker regularity assumptions on the
principal part of P(x, D). Also, it will be clear from the proof of Theorem 1.1
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that we could relax the assumptions on the lower order terms of P(x, D), but,
since these assumptions would evidently not be optimal, we have chosen not to
state them.
We shall prove this unique continuation theorem by using the method of Carleman inequalities. Specifically, after making a natural choice of coordinates,
we shall see that it suffices to show that, if Q(x, D) is of the form
Q(x ,D)

= DI2 +

L

jk
g (x)DjDk

j,k~2

(where D j =

t I}~j

)

and if w(x) =

XI

+ x~ 12, then

Ile TW ull pl ~ Clle TW Q(ex ,D)ull p ,

( 1.3)

T I/ n

lIeYWVulip ~ Clle TW Q(ex ,D)ull p

whenever u is supported in a small enough neighborhood X containing 0 and
e and liT are sufficiently small and positive. Here and throughout pi denotes
the dual of p. The convexity of wand positivity of T are crucial (see Remark
2.5). In fact, the variant of the second inequality with T I / n being replaced by
1 would not even hold if w were linear. On account of this the techniques
of Kenig et al. [12], which dealt with Carleman inequalities involving linear
weights and constant coefficient operators, cannot be used here.
In the past, variable coefficient results were derived from the following L 2
Carleman inequality for the Laplace operator, ~ = - 2:;=1
in lin
(1.4)

L

D; ,

T3/2-lallleYW Daulb ~ Clle YW ~ulb,

u E C;;o(X).

lal9

Hormander's proof of this inequality is based on the Treves identity (see [9,
Lemma 17.2.2]) and L2 methods, both of which do not seem to be useful for
proving (1. 3).
Any of these inequalities would follow from showing that the conjugated
operator
Qy(ex ,D) = eYW Q(ex ,D)e -YW

satisfies the relevant local Sobolev inequalities (cf. (2.3)). One way of proving
these would be to find a local parametrix for QT which, hopefully, one could favorab1yestimate (along with its associated remainder) using L P methods. This
is exactly what we shall do. Our approach is related in spirit to the proof of the
Calderon uniqueness theorem (see [9, Chapter 28]); however, since we are dealing with L P rather than L 2 , it does not seem that we can apply commutator
arguments and so more attention will have to be given to parametrix constructions. After constructing the parametrix, we can make the necessary estimates
by adapting arguments in Jerison's [10] simplified proof of the theorem in [11].
In addition to proving (1.3), we shall use our techniques to give a new proof of
the Carleman inequality (1.4).
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Notice that QT(ex ,D) = Q(ex ,D + i-rw') and hence has a symbol
QT(ex

,e) = Q(ex ,e + i-rw') + -rw".

(We are abusing notation a bit by letting w' denote the gradient of w as well
as ow lax l , but this will always be clear in the context.) The difficulty in
constructing a parametrix which will provide good L P estimates as -r -+ +00
is that the "main term", Q( ex , + i -rw') , of the symbol of QT always vanishes
on a submanifold l:T C X x]Rn of codimension two which is contained in the
set {(x ,e) E X x]Rn : lei E [CI-r ,c2-r]} for some fixed positive constants Cj •
On account of this (cf. [16]), one suspects that the parametrix should involve
singular Fourier integrals. This will be the case, and, in fact, we shall see that
the main term involves a Fourier integral with a complex phase function whose
imaginary part is. bounded below by a positive multiple of (XI - YI)2 Ie'l, where
= 2 , ••• ,en)' This last fact will tum out to be very useful for us, since,
as we shall see from stationary phase, the main term is essentially the tensor
product of an approximation to the identity (with kernel of "width" -r- Ij2 )
acting on the first variable and an oscillatory integral operator acting on the
other variables which is very similar to the ball multiplier operator in Fourier
analysis (see Remark 3.8). Taking all of this into account, we shall be able to
argue essentially as in Sogge [15, 16], using the oscillatory integral theorems
arising in Bochner-Riesz summation, to obtain the desired estimates.
In order to motivate the parametrix construction, let us recall how one can
use Fourier integrals to obtain a local (right) inverse for operators of the form

e

e' (e

Pm (x ,D) - -rm ,

(1.5)

where Pm is an mth order elliptic differential operator with COO coefficients
and positive symbol. I In many problems (see e.g. [16]) one wishes to have
a parametrix whose error terms can be estimated in some uniform sense as
-r -+ +00, and the usual parametrix constructions involving pseudodifferential
operators (see [9, p. 73]) are inadequate. On the other hand, one can construct
a parametrix whose leading term is a Fourier integral of the form

f Pm~y,e)_-rm
icf>(x,y,C:)

(1.6)

(2n)-n

de,

for some real phase function cI> which is independent of -r and satisfies
cI>(x ,y ,e)

= (x - y ,e) + O(lx - y121eD.2

Already for some problems, such as proving Sobolev inequalities which imply
L2 restriction theorems for Riemannian manifolds (see [16, 17]), it suffices to
consider only the leading term, and this will also tum out to be the case in our
We are indebted to L. Hormander for this remark.
Note that even though this implies that the phase function <I> is equivalent to (x - y,~) in
the usual sense (see [20]), this does not imply that the Fourier integral (1.6) is equivalent to one
with phase function (x - y,~) since the symbol in (1.6) is singular.
I

2
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proof of ( 1.3). The key to these constructions is to make a proper choice of the
phase function q,. To describe the one in (1.6), we let B(x ,c!) = VPm(x ,c!)
and notice that we can factor the symbol of the operator in (1.5) as follows
Pm(x,c!)-r m = (B(x,c!)_r).(Bm-l+Bm-2r+ ... +rm-l).

The second factor is uniformly elliptic in the sense that it is bounded below by
a multiple of (1c!l m- 1 + r m - 1) , while the first factor vanishes for certain 1c!1 ~ r.
Thus it is not surprising that one uses the first factor to construct q,. In fact,
for 1c!1 larger than some fixed constant, one chooses q, so that it solves the
eikonal equation
B(X, q,x(x,y,c!)) =B(y,c!),

where q,x denotes the gradient with respect to the x variable. Since the equation is real, standard existence theorems for first order partial differential equations imply that there is a solution, when Ix - yl is sufficiently small, with the
properties described above.
Similar ideas based on a factorization will be used to construct a parametrix
for QT(ex, D) whose main term will be of the form
(1.7)

(2n)-njP({)

(e'~(X'<)

Q ey ,c! + irw'(y)

) de,

for appropriate cutoff functions P = PT which equal one when
Q(ex ,c! + irw') = o. To describe the construction of <I> here, recall that we are
assuming that Q(x, D) is diagonal with respect to the first variable and hence
(after possibly multiplying by -1) has symbol
Q(x ,c!)

= c!l +
2

Thus, if we let
a(ex ,c!') =

L

j ,k?2

L

j ,k?2

g

jk

(x)c!jc!k·

gjk(ex)c!ik'

we see that
Q(ex ,c! + irw')

= (c!l -

i (a(ex ,c!')

- rw' (x)) )

. ( c!l + i (a(ex

,c!') + rw' (x)) )

.

The second factor has modulus which is bounded below by a multiple of
(1c!1 + r), and so, as above, one is led to choose <I> based on the first factor.
Since we shall attempt to find a right inverse for the adjoint of QT' ideally one
would like <I> to solve the complex eikonal equation

w'~x) (;~ (x ,y,c!) + ia(ex ,<I>x'(x ,y,c!))) = w'~Y) (c!l + ia(ey,c!')).
However, since this is a complex nonlinear equation with COO (rather than
analytic) coefficients, in general, a solution does not exist. Nonetheless, one
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can use the almost analytic machinery developed by Treves (see [20, 21]) to
construct an approximate solution which will tum out to be sufficient for our
purposes. The approximate solution cI> will have positive imaginary part, and,
as before, will be of the form (x - y, c!) + O(lx - yl21c!D .
The plan of the paper is as follows. In §2 we shall give a new proof of (1.4)
which will serve as a model for the proof of (1.3) which will be given in §3.
In §3 we shall also show how Theorem 1.1 follows from our L P Carleman
inequalities. Also, in what follows, we shall use the convention that C; denotes
a constant which is not necessarily the same at each occurrence.
We would like to thank Hart Smith and E.M. Stein for comments which
helped the exposition. The inspiration for this paper grew out of joint work
with C.E. Kenig and A. Ruiz [12]. Finally we would like to thank the referee
for some valuable suggestions and criticisms.
2.

MODEL CASE:

L2

CARLEMAN INEQUALITIES

The purpose of this section is to give a new proof of the sharp classical L 2
Carleman inequality that will serve as a model for the L P inequalities of §3
which will be used to establish Theorem 1.1. If we let
X={XElR n

(2.1 )

and
w(x)

:

Ixl< 1/4}

= XI + x 2l /2,

then the result is the following.
Theorem 2.1. If u E C;' (X) and r > 0 is large enough, then
(2.2)

L

r3/2-10:1IieTw DO:uliv(x) $ Clle TW Aullv(x) .

10:19

Remark 2.2. The convexity of w (and the fact that r > 0) is crucial here. If
w were just a nonzero linear function then one could prove only the analogue
of (2.2) where r 3/ 2 is replaced by rl (see [16]). Further, the bounds in (2.2)
are strong enough to prove L 2 Carleman inequalities for second order elliptic

differential operators whose coefficients are assumed to be only Lipschitz continuous of order one. (See Hormander [8, p. 38].) This is the case since one
can apply a localization argument which involves "freezing" the coefficients of
the differential operators on balls of radius 0(r- I / 2 ) and then absorbing the
error terms arising from the construction using (2.2). This argument would also
apply to L P Carleman inequalities if one could prove the variant of (2.2) where
the L2 norms are replaced by L P estimates; however, since our proof of (2.2)
shows that this inequality is related to the fact that the ball multiplier operator
in Fourier analysis is bounded on L2, and since C. Fefferman [4] showed that
this operator is not bounded on any other L P space, it seems very unlikely that
the analogue of (2.2) would hold for any other L P spaces with the same powers
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Also, it is known that Carleman inequalities of the form
lIe'w ull q ~ Clle,w.1.ulb

can only hold when 1/2 - l/q ~ 7/(4n - 2) (cf. [8,10)), which is only strong
enough to prove uniqueness results involving potentials V E LC::- 2)/7 • Thus, a
different approach seems to be needed for proving optimal Carleman inequalities and uniqueness theorems, and the new proof of (2.2) which we shall now
give will serve as a model for this approach.
To prove (2.2) we first notice that if we set v = e'w u and
Q,(x,D) = _e'w,1.e-'w,

then (2.2) would be a consequence of the following uniform inequality:
(2.3)

L

T3/2-laIIlDavlb

~ CIIQ,(x ,D)vIl2'

lal:52

To prove this notice that
Q,(x,D)

2
a
=~
~Dj + 2TW ax
I

)=1

I

- (TW)
1

2

+

"
TW •

Therefore, since w' ~ 1 on X, it follows that if we let A,(x ,D) be the
differential operator whose adjoint equals
(2.4)

•

A,(x,D)

1 )2 ~ 2
1
a
= ( --;--()
L..JDj -2T--;--()ax
W

X

W

j=1

X

1

2

-T ,

then it suffices to prove the following variant of (2.3):
(2.5)

L

T3/2-laIIlDavlb

~ CIIA,(x ,D)vlb,

lal:52

We have only made this reduction to simplify the notation later on.
To prove the desired inequality (2.5) we shall show that A; (x, D) has a right
parametrix, T, with the following properties.
Lemma 2.3. For
(2.6)

T

> 0 there are junctions K

A;(x ,D)K(x ,y)

= do(X -

y)

= K, and R = R, so that

+ R(x ,y),

where do denotes the Dirac distribution. Furthermore,
operator with kernel K(x ,y), i.e.,
T J(x)

=

Ix

K(x ,y)J(y) dy,

X,YEX,

if we let

T

= T,

be the
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and R be the operator with kernel R(x ,y), then for large r > 0, the adjoints
of these operators satisfy the following uniform estimates whenever f E C;;(X):

(2.7)

2: r3/2-laIIlDaT* fllv(x) :<:; CllfIlL2(X) '

lal$2

(2.8)
(2.9)

rl/2I1R* fllv(x) :<:; Cllfllv(x) ,

r -1/2 I1D PR* fllv(x) :<:; C

2:

IID a fllv '

1 :<:;

IPI :<:; 2.

lal~IPI-I

Before constructing the right parametrix T and proving the associated estimates, let us see why Lemma 2.3 implies (2.5) (and hence Theorem 2.1). First,
if as in (2.5) v E C;;(X) , it follows from (2.6) that
v(x)

= T*(ATV)(X) -

R*v(x).

Also, since AT(x, D)v is also supported in X, (2.7) and (2.8) imply that
(2.10)

+ r3/2I1R*vlb
:<:; CIIAT(x ,D)v Ib + Crllv Ib '

r3/2l1vlb :<:; r3/2I1T*(A Tv)lb

which of course implies (2.5) for the special case where 0: = 0 when r is large
enough. The other cases follow from a similar argument, except that this time
one must use (2.9).
We shall construct T microlocally, writing it as
(2.11 )
where To will be a pseudodifferential operator of order -2 and TI will be a
Fourier integral operator with complex phase and a singular symbol. Also, we
will find that the remainder R will be the sum of two terms, and, moreover,
Rf will essentially behave like V(T f).
The operator To will be the microlocal (right) inverse of A~ (x, D) corresponding to (x, e) E X x]Rn with e being sufficiently far from the zero set of
the symbol A~ (x, e). To construct To we shall use the calculus of pseudodifferential operators, and so we recall the usual condition on symbols.

Definition 2.4. We denote by Sm the set of all p E COO (X x X x ]Rn) satisfying
(2.12)

ID:,yD~p(x ,y ,e)1 :<:; Ca ,p(1 + len m- 1al ,

x ,y E X ,e E ]Rn.

Also a subset B of Sm will be said to be bounded if the same constants can
be used in (2.12) for all p E B.
Given a symbol p

E

(p(x,D)f)(x)

Sm we associate the pseudodifferential operator

= (2n)-n llnP(x,y,e)ei(X-Y'~)f(Y)dedY.

With an abuse of notation we shall say that the operator p(x, D) (or the kernel
of the operator) is in Sm if the symbol p(x ,y ,e) belongs to sm .
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We now tum to the proof of Lemma 2.3. The first step is to notice that the
defined in (2.4) has a symbol which can be factored as follows:
operator

A;

(2.13)

where
(2.14)
and
(2.15)
The "good" factor GT(x ,e) never vanishes, and satisfies IGT(x ,e)1 ~
!(Iel + r),(x,e) E X x R.n. The "bad" factor BT(x,e) cannot be bounded
from below and in fact vanishes on the set
(2.16)
l:T = {(x ,e) E X x R. n : e, = 0, le'l = w'(x)r}.
Nonetheless, BT(x ,e), and hence A;(x ,e), can be bounded from below when
(x, e) is sufficiently far from l:T' For instance, if we define
(2.17)

r T= {(x ,e) E X x R. n

:

le'l E [r/4,4r], le,1 :::; r/4},

and recall (2.1), then it follows that there must be a positive constant c which
is independent of r, so that
(2.18)

IA;(x ,e)1

~ c(lel 2 + l)

,

where crT denotes the complement of r T.
We shall use (2.18) to microlocally invert A;(x ,D) away from r T. To this
end let P E C;'(R.) satisfy P(s) = 1 if lsi E [1/4,4] and P = 0 near the
origin. We then define Po = PO,T by
(2.19)

po(e)

= 1- p(le'l/r)p(l-e,/r)

and notice that po(e) = 0 on r T. Consequently, if we define
ei(x-y,~)

(2.20)

Ko(x ,y) = (21l)-n / po(e) A;(y ,e) de

and recall (2.18), then it follows from standard microlocal arguments (see e.g.,
[9, Chapter 18]) that
(2.21)

A;(x ,D)Ko(x ,y) = (21l)-n /

po(e)ei(X-y,~) de + Ro(x ,y),

where Ro belongs to a bounded subset of S-' (which is independent of r).
Thus, since the adjoint operator R~ also has this property, it follows that whenever f E C;'(X)
(2.9.0)

IID PR~fllL2(x) :::; C

L

I"I::;IPI-'

liD" fll L2 (x) ,

1 :::; IPI :::; 2.
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Also, since it is easy to check that 1:Ro belongs to a bounded subset of So, we
have that
(2.8.0)
while (2.18) and (2.20) imply that, if we let To be the operator with kernel

Ko(x ,y), then

L

(2.7.0)

1: 2 - 1"IIID"T; fllv(x)

:::; Cllfllv(x)'

1"1~2

Inverting A;(x ,D) on the set fr is much harder and will require the use of
Fourier integrals with complex phase. It is for this step that we shall have to
use the factorization (2.13). If PI = PI ,r is given by

PI (~)

1-

=

Po(~) ,

where Po is as in (2.19), we would like to construct a Fourier integral operator
TI with kernel
(2.22)
so that the analogues of (2.21) and (2.7)-(2.9) are satisfied. Since the factor
Gr(x ,~) is bounded from below on fr' as we discussed in the introduction,
we should expect to construct the phase function <I> in (2.22) using the other
factor, Br(x ,~). Specifically, we would like <I> to satisfy the equation
(2.23)

B/x, <l>x) = Br(Y ,.~),

Y EX, (x,~) E fr'

which leads to the complex eikonal equation
,

1

8<1>

(2.23) -'(-) -8 (x ,Y ,~)
w X XI

i i i ,
= ---,-() ~I + ---,-() I~ I·
W Y
W Y

+W
---,--(
) l<I>x'(x ,Y ,~)I
X

However, since w'(x) = 1 + XI' one sees that the phase function
(2.24) <I>(x ,Y ,~)

=

(x-Y ,~)

1

+ 2(1 + Y I ) (XI -Y I )

2.

~I

1

+ '2(1 + YI ) (XI -Y I )

solves these equations.
To use this, we note that (2.4) implies that
(2.25)

A *( x,

D)

r

e

i<1.>(x,y,c;)

2

= e i<1.>A*(
<1»
i<1.>(_I_)28<I>2 •
r x,
x + e,(
W X)
8x
I

Next, if we set
(2.26)

r(x ,Y ,~)

= Gr(y ,~) - Gr(x ,~)
=

(w'~y) ~I

-

i

W'~y) I~'I) - (W,~X) ~I

then it follows from (2.13) and (2.23) that
(2.27)

A;(x ,<I>J

= A;(y ,~) + Br(Y ,~)r(x ,Y ,~),

-

i

W,~X) I~'I)

2

I~

,

1
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and consequently (2.25)-(2.27) imply that if Kl is as in (2.22)
(2n)n A; (x, D)Kl (x ,y)

(2.28)

=

f

PI

(~) /ell d~ +

1
+ (W'(X»2

f

PI

(~) rb:(::~~) ejell d~

f Pl(~) {)2<f>/{)X~
A;(y,~)

e

jell

de.

Next, notice that the phase function <f> satisfies <f>(x, y ,~)
yl21eD and, hence,

O(lx -

(2.29)

V~<f>(x ,y ,e)

::f. 0

= (x -

y ,~)

+

unless x = y .

Thus, it follows from the theory of Fourier integrals (see [6, pp. 201-202; 20,
§17.6]) that
pl(~)ejell(X,y,~) d~ - pl(e)ej(x-y,~) de

f

f

belongs to a bounded subset of S-1 , and, furthermore, on account of the support properties of PI (e), 1" times this difference belongs to a bounded subset
of So. Similarly, since r(x ,y ,~) E SI and
r(x ,y ,~)

=0

when x

= y,

it also follows from (2.29) that the second summand in (2.28) also has these
properties. To summarize, we have just seen that (2.28) can be rewritten in the
more favorable way
(2.28')
A;(x, D)Kl (x ,y) = (2n)-n

where
R 1 ,I(X,y)

=

f

PI (e)ej(X-y,~)

(2n)-n
(W'(X»2

f

d~ + Rl ,o(x ,y) + R 1 ,1 (x ,y),
{)2<f>/{)X~

P1(e) A;(y,~) e

jell

d~,

while R 1,0 belongs to a bounded subset of S-1 and 1"R 1,0 belongs to a bounded
subset of SO .
On account of this formula, we see that if we let K(x ,y) = Ko(x ,y) +
Kl (x ,y) and R(x ,y) = Ro(x ,y)+R 1(x ,y), where Rl = Rl ,0+R 1,1 ' then (2.6)
must hold. Thus, since R 1 ,0 must satisfy the analogue of (2.7.0)-(2.9.0), we see
from Minkowski's inequality that, in order to finish the proof of Lemma 2.3, it
suffices to show that for f E C:'(X) one has
(2.7.1)

(2.8.1)

L

1019

1"3/2-101IiDoTt fllv(x) :5 CllfIlL2(X) '
1"1/2I1R; ,Jllv(x) :5 Cllfllv(x) ,

(2.9.1) 1" -1/2 I1D PR; ,Jllv(x)

:5 C

L

101~IPI-l

liDO fllv(x) '

1 :5IPI

:5 2.
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rTI ' we shall only demonstrate the special case

r3/211

T; fIl

L 2(x)

~ CllfIl L 2(x) •

To make this estimate we first note that Minkowski's integral inequality and
(2.1) imply that
(2.31 )
where K~(x ,y) = KI (y ,x). To estimate the inner integral, we recall that (2.22)
and (2.24) imply that
..

KI (x ,y)

= (2n)

-n

f

JRn-l

e

i(x' -y' ,';'}

"

m(xi 'YI'~ ) d~ ,

where
(2.32)
Consequently, it follows from Plancherel's theorem that when
fixed
(2.33)

XI

and

YI

are

f K~(x ,y)f(y) dy'll
~ sup Im(xi 'YI ,~')I· ( f If(Y)1 2 dy') 1/2.
II JRn-l
L2(Rn-l)
.;'
JRn-l

To use this, we first notice that for every N

e -(Xl-y1l 2 1';'1/2(1+x1l ~ CN ( 1 + r(x i

-

on supp PI

y / ) -N

'

and so, since it is easy to check that
i';I[(Xl-yll-(Xl-y1l 2 /2(I+x1l1

00
/
-00

PI

(~) 1~12 /(~ + XI )2 + 2ir~I/(1 + XI) _ r2 d~1 = O(r -I),

we find that

,

Im(xi 'YI,~)I ~ Cr

-I( 1 + r(x i -

2)-1

YI )

.

Thus, (2.33) implies that

I T ;fll v

(x)

'" c<-I

(III ( +
I

~ Cr -3/2 I1fIlV (Rn)

«XI - Y.l')

II/CY". )11 0

(,,-,)

dY11' dX I) 1/2

,

as desired. The last inequality follows from Young's inequality and the fact that
00 (
/ -00

This completes the proof.

2)-1

1 + rX I

I 2
dX I ~ Cr- / •
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Remark 2.5. Let us say a few words about why it is crucial to take r > 0 in our
Carleman inequalities. This is because even though the symbol of the operator
Ar(x ,D) in (2.5) vanishes on the set l:r in (2.16), it nonetheless satisfies the
condition for subellipticity:
1
. . dAr, Ar} < 0

(2.34)

I

on l:r'

where { . , . } denotes the Poisson brackets. Thus, (2.2) and (2.5) can be thought
of as a subelliptic estimate with 112 loss of derivatives which is uniform in
r. In a similar vein, the reader may have noticed the similarity between our
parametrix constructions and the construction of the right inverse for the Mi. .
zohata operator Dt - itlDxl (see [20, pp. 596-602]).

3. L P

CARLEMAN INEQUALITIES AND UNIQUE CONTINUATION

We shall begin with the L P analogue of Theorem 2.1 that will be used to
prove Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.1. Let n ~ 3, p = 2nl(n + 2) and p' = 2nl(n - 2) (so that 1/plip' = 2In). Fix a second order elliptic differential operator on Rn of the form
2
jk
(3.1)
Q(x ,D) = DI +
g (x)DjDk'

L

j ,k?2

where the gjk are real and COO in a neighborhood of O. Then if X = {x E Rn :
Ixl < e} and w(x) = Xl +x~/2, whenever u E C;;(X) and 0 < e, 1/r < 1/2,
the following inequalities are smaller than a fixed constant:

Ile rw ull v ' (X)

(3.2)
(3.3)

:5 Clle rw Q(ex ,D)ullv(x) ,

(l+l/n)-Ialll rw a II
L..J r
e D u VeX) :5

'"'

CII e rw Q (ex, D) u II V(X)'

lal~l

Remark 3.2. Homogeneity considerations show that (3.2) can never hold when
lip - lip' > 21n and that the left. . hand side of (3.2) can never be dominated
by 0(1) times the right. . hand side. Also, it seems likely that the bounds in (3.3)
cannot be improved. Nonetheless, (3.3) implies that the conjugated operators
Qr(ex ,D) = erwQ(ex ,D)e- rw are uniformly subelliptic with loss of (n - l)ln
derivatives measured in L P , p = 2nl(n + 2). This is fortunate, since, as we
shall see, the proof of Theorem 1.1 requires subellipticity with loss of J < 1
derivatives in L P •
Before proving these Carleman inequalities let us first see why they imply
Theorem 1.1. To do this let Q(x, D) now be a second order elliptic operator
which we only assume to be of the form
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being COO and real. Also suppose that
IQ(x ,D)ul :::; lVul

(3.4)

+ IV' . Vul

in a connected open set where V E L;~2 , V' E L: and u satisfies DOl u E Lfoc '
0:::; lal :::; 2. Then, after possibly making an initial change of variables, one sees
that Theorem 1.1 would follow if we could show that if Xo is a neighborhood
of 0 and
supp u n {x E Xo : Xl ~ O} c {O},
then 0 c:t supp u. Finally, by making a proper choice of geodesic cartesian
coordinates we may assume that Q(x ,D) is as in (3.1) and that (3.4) and (3.5)
still hold (see [5; 9, vol. III, p. 500)). Note that even though first order terms
will arise from the change of coordinates, their contribution can be absorbed in
(3.4).
Having made these reductions, we now are in a position to argue essentially
as in [9, Chapter 17]. First set ue(x) = u(ex) where e is chosen small enough
so that (3.2) and (3.3) hold for X = {x : Ixl < e}. Let
C;'(X) be equal
to one when Ixl < el2 and set U = "u e ' Then if ~(x) = V(ex)
(3.5)

"E

Q(ex,D)U

= e2,,(Qu)(ex) +

E

Da"dOl)(ex,D)uJa!

0<10119

which implies that
(3.6)

IQ(ex ,D)UI :::;

To use this set

Co(1 + I~D lUI + CoIVUI,

Ixl :::; e12.

p > O.
Then, by (3.5), we can always choose p to be small enough so that
Sp n supp u c

{Ixl < e12},
and so that if C is as in (3.2)-(3.3) and Co is as in (3.6) then
CCo(

r (1+I~Dn/2dx)2/n < 1/2.

lsp

Next, notice that (3.2) and (3.3) imply
lIe,wUllv'(sp) + .1/nlle,wVUllv(sp)
:::; Clle,wQ(ex ,D)Ullv(x)

+ Clle'w Q(ex ,D)Ullv(csp)'
21n, then we see that (3.6) and Holder's

:::; Clle'w Q(ex ,D)Ullv(sp)

But, if we recall that lip - lip' =
inequality imply
Clle'w Q(ex, D)Ullv(sp)

:::; CColI(l + I~D' e'w Ullv(sp) + CColle,wVUllv(sp)
:::; !lIe'W UIIV'(Sp) + CColle,wVUllv(sp)'
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Thus, by (3.5), we can conclude that whenever t is sufficiently large
lIe TW Ullv'(sp)

+

lIeTWVUllv(sp) :5 2Clle TW Q(ex ,D)Ull v

Finally, since w' (x) = 1 + Xl > 0 on X, this forces U(x)
and so 0 rt supp u which completes the proof.

({XEX:Xl<-P})'

=0

when

X

E Sp

Proof of Theorem 3.1. As we pointed out before, the proof of Theorem 3.1 is
modelled after that of Theorem 2.1. So to prove (3.2) and (3.3) we first notice
that if we set v = e TW u and
QT(ex, D) = e TW Q(ex, D)e -TW ,

then the desired inequalities would be a consequence of the following inequalities:
IIvllp, :5 CIIQT(ex ,D)vll p

(3.2')

'

E t(I+I/n)-I"IIID"vllp :5 CIIQr(ex ,D)vll

(3.3')

p '

l"I~1

To prove these we notice that
QT(ex ,D) = Q(ex ,D)

+

2tw

,~
a
uX I

, 2 + tW

- (tw)

II

.

Consequently, since w' = 1 + Xl :::::i 1 on X, it follows that, if we let Ar(ex, D)
be the differential operator whose adjoint equals
(3.7)

*
1)2
. - 2t--,--(
1 )~
a - t 2,
Ar(ex
,D) = ( - ,
Q(ex ,D)
W (x)
w X uX I

then it suffices to prove the following variant of (3.2') - (3.3') :

(3.8)

IIvllp, :5 CIIAr(ex ,D)vll p '

E t(I+I/n)-I"IIID"vll p :5 qlAr(ex ,D)vll

p '

v E C;:'(X).

l"I~1

As before, we have made these reductions to simplify the notation later on.
As in §2, the desired inequalities will follow if we could construct a right
parametrix, T, for A;(ex ,D) satisfying certain L P estimates. These are contained in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. For t

(3.9)

> 0 there are functions K = Kr and R = Rr so that

A;(ex ,D)K(x ,y) = 0o(x - y)

+ R(x ,y),

x,yEX,

where 00 denotes the Dirac distribution. Furthermore, if we let T = Tr be the
operator with kernel K(x ,y) and R be the operator with kernel R(x ,y), then,
if e and 1It are sufficiently small, the adjoints of these operators satisfy the
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following uniform estimates whenever f E C;;(X):
(3.10)

L

(3.11 )

II Too fllv'(x) ~ Cllfllv(x) '

101:51

-r(I+I/n)-loIIiDo T oo fllv(x) ~ Cllfllv(x) '

-r1/nIiROO fIl L 9(x) ~ CllfIl L 9(x) '

(3.12)
(3.13)

-r

-1+I/n

II V R * fllv(x)

q = P ,p' ,

~ Cllfllv(x) .

Here p and p' are as in Theorem 3.2.
Before proving Lemma 3.3 let us give the simple argument showing that
(3.10)-(3.13) imply (3.8). First (3.9) implies the formula
v(x)

= TOO(Ar(e.,D)v)(x) -

ROOv(x) ,

and so Minkowski's inequality, (3.10) and (3.12) give that
II v ll p,

~ II Too (Ar(ex ,D)v ) lip' + IIR'"vll p'
~ CIIAr(ex ,D)vllp + C-r-I/nllvll p"

which implies the first inequality in (3.8) when -r is large enough. It is clear
that the same type of argument using (3.11) and (3.12) give the inequality in
(3.8) corresponding to a = O. To prove the inequality corresponding to lal = 1
we notice that (3.11), (~.13) give

IIVvilp ~ IIV(TOO(Ar(ex ,D)v))lI p + IIVROOvll p
~ C-r- I / n IIAr(ex ,D)vll p + C-r l - I / n IIv ll p
and since we have already argued that -r1+I/nllvll p ~ CIIAr(ex ,D)vll p ' the result
follows. Thus, to finish the proof, we are left with demonstrating Lemma 3.3.

Proof of Lemma 3.3. The key step in the proof is to find a factorization of the
symbol of A; (ex, D) that will allow us to microlocally invert A; (ex, D) near
the set where A;(ex ,C;) vanishes. With this in mind, we recall (3.7) and (3.1)
and define a symbol that depends only on the last (n - 1) C; variables, C;', as
follows
(3.14)

a(x,c;') =

L

gjk(X)C;jC;k'

j ,k?2

Now, as in §2, we can factor A;(ex ,C;):
A;(ex ,C;) = Br(ex ,C;). Gr(ex ,C;),

(3.15)

where, this time,
(3.16)

Br(ex,C;) =

W'~X)C;I

+

i(W'~X)a(ex,c;')--r),
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and
(3.17)

G,(ex,e) =

W'~X)el

- i

(W'~X)a(eX,e')

+

T).

For later reference, we note that the ellipticity of Q(x, D) implies that the
"good" factor G,(ex ,e) never vanishes. In fact a(ex ,e') ~ le'l and so there is
a constant c > 0 so that
(3.18)

(x, e) E

x

x lRn •

One can only obtain such control of the "bad" factor, B,(ex ,e), however,
away from a lower dimensional set. In. fact, if we let
1:,

= {(x ,e) E x

x lRn

:

e = 0, a(ex ,e') = W'(X)T},
l

then B,(ex ,e) vanishes on 1:,. Nonetheless, B,(ex ,e), and hence A;(ex ,e),
can be bounded below when (x, e) is sufficiently far away.
For instance, if we assume, as we may, that
Q(O,D) =-d

and define
(3.19)

r,={(X,e)EXxlR n :

le'IE[T/4,4T],lell:5T/4},

then it follows that, whenever e is smaller than some fixed constant, there must
be a c > 0 so that
(3.20)
As in §2, we can use (3.20) to microlocally invert A;(ex ,D) away from r,.
To do this we first fix P E C;'(lR) satisfying P(s) = 1 if lsi E [1/4,4] and
P = 0 near s = O. We then define Po = Po" by
(3.21)
and notice that
Consequently, if we define
(3.22)

Ko(x ,y) = (2n)-n

!

ei(x-y,';}
po(e) A;(ey ,e) de

and recall (3.20), then we can conclude that standard microlocal arguments (cf.
[9, Chapter 19]) give that
(3.23)

A;(ex ,D)Ko(x ,y) = (2n)-n! po(e)ei(x-y,l;) de

+ Ro(x ,y),

where Ro belongs to a bounded subset of S-I that is independent of T (see
Definition 2.4). Thus, since the adjoint operator, R~, also has this property it
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follows from standard results concerning the L P boundedness of pseudodifferentialoperators (see [19]) that when f E C;;(X)

IIVR~fllv(x) ~ Cllfllv(x) '

(3.13.0)

which is better than the bounds in (3.13) when r is large. Furthermore, since
one can also check that rRo belongs to a bounded subset of So, it follows that

,

(3.12.0)

q=p,p.

Next, let To be the operator with kernel Ko(x ,y). Then since (3.20) and
(3.22) imply that iTo belongs to a bounded subset of So, it must follow that
(3.11.0)

L

r2-laIIiDaT; fllv(x)

~ Cllfllv(x) '

lal~1

which also is stronger than the corresponding inequality in Lemma 3.3. Finally,
since To E S-2 and IIp - IIp' = 21n, it follows from the Sobolev imbedding
theorem (see [19]) that
(3.10.0)

IIT;fllv'(x) ~ Cllfllv(x) ,

whenever, as above, f E C;;(X). Thus we have shown that our microlocal
inverse corresponding to r satisfies the desired estimates.
To invert A;(ex ,D) on the set rr we first let PI = PI,r be defined by

cr

PI(~)

= 1-

Po(~)'

where Po is as in (3.21). As before, we would like to construct a Fourier integral
operator, T I , with kernel
(3.24)
so that the analogues of (3.23) and (3.10)-(3.13) are satisfied. It is for this step
that the factorization (3.15) of the symbol
(ex ,~) will be used.
Since the factor Gr(ex ,~) is bounded below on rr' and in fact satisfies
(3.18), the previous discussions indicate that we should try to construct the
phase function in (3.24) using the other factor in (3.15), BrCex ,~). Ideally we
would like <l>(x, y ,~) to solve the complex eikonal equation

A;

(3.25)

x ,y EX,

~E

supp PI.

However, since this is a nonlinear equation with only COO and not analytic
coefficients, in general a solution does not exist. Nonetheless using the almost
analytic machinery of Treves [20, Chapter 11], one can construct approximate
solutions to (3.25) which will tum out to be sufficient for our purposes. In the
following lemma we collect the properties of such a solution to (3.25). Since the
construction of <l> involves only straightforward modifications of similar ones
in Treves [20] the proof of Lemma 3.4 will only be sketched in an appendix.
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Lemma 3.4. As above, let X = {x E Rn : Ixl < e}. Then if e is small enough,
there is a COO approximate solution ~(x ,Y ,~) to (3.25) which has nonnegative
imaginary part, is homogeneous of degree one in

~,

and satisfies:

IBT(ex '~x) - BT(ey ,~)I :5 C N ( Im~(x ,y ,~) )

(3.26)

for every N. Furthermore,

~

I~I

I-N

,

can be written as

~(x ,y ,~) = ¢>(x' ,y ,~')

(3.27)

N

+ ",(x ,y ,~),

where ¢> is real and satisfies

¢>(x',y,~')

(3.28)'

= (x'-y',~')

+ O(lx'_Y'121~'I),

while 'II satisfies
(3.29)

",(x,y,~)

2

,

= (xl-YI)~I + O(lxl-YIII~ I)

and
(3.30)
(when PI (~)

:f:. 0) for some positive constant c.

Remark 3.5. Notice that, since a(x, ~') defines an analytic function of ~' in
some conic region of en-I containing Rn - I , BT(ex ,~J and GT(ex '~x) are
both well defined when x, y E X and e is small enough.
To apply Lemma 3.4, we note that if
(3.7) implies that
(3.31)

~

is the phase function there then

m)
AT"( eX,D )e i4>(x.y.<:) = e i4> AT"( ex, ...
x

1 )2 Q( ex, D)m
+ e i4>( w'(x)
....

Next, if we set
r(x ,Y ,~) = GT(ey ,~) - GT(ex ,~)

= (W'~y)~1

(3.32)

-

iW,~y)a(ey,~'))

- (-,.- - i-"-a(ex ,~'))
w (x)
w (x)
then it follows from (3.15), (3.16) and (3.30) that
(3.33)
for every N when PI (~)
as in (3.24) then
(3.34)

:f:. o. Consequently, (3.31)-(3.33) imply that if KI is

(21t)n A;(ex,D)KI(x,y)

= f P (~)ei4> d~ + f P (~) r(x ,y ,~) /4> d~
I

+

I

GT(ey ,~)

1 2fpI(~)Q(~X,D)~ei4>d~+o(r-N).
(w'(x))
AT(ey,~)
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V~~(x ,y

~
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satisfies

,ehlf 0

unless x = y

it follows from the theory of Fourier integrals (see [6, pp. 201-202; 20,§ 17.6])
that
(3.36)
belongs to a bounded subset of S-l , and, further, on account of the support
properties of PI (e), , times this difference belongs to a bounded subset of sD .
Similarly, since r(x ,y ,e) E Sl and
r(x,y,e)=O

whenx=y,

it also follows from (3.35) that the second summand in (3.34) also has these
properties, and the last summand in (3.34) trivially has these properties. Putting
all this together, we see that (3.34) can be rewritten as
(3.34')
A;(ex,D)KI(x,y) = (2n)-n

where
(3.37)

RI,I(X,y)

f PI(e)ej(X-Y,~)
f

(2n)-n

= (W'(X))2

de

+ RI ,0 (x ,y) + RI,I(X,y),

Q(ex ,D)~ j~
Pl(e) A;(ey,e) e de,

while RI,o belongs to a bounded subset of S-l and ,RI,o belongs to a bounded

subset of sD.
On account of this formula, we see that if we let K(x ,y) = Ko(x ,y) +
KI(x,y) and R(x,y) = Ro(x,y)+RI(x,y), where RI = RI,o+RI,I' then
(3.9) must hold. Thus, since RI,o satisfies the desired estimates, we see from
Minkowski's inequality that, in order to finish the proof of Lemma 3.3, it suffices
to show that for IE C;'(X) one has
(3.10.1)
(3.11.1)
(3.12.1)
(3.13.1)

L

II T; Illy' (X)

$ Cll/lly(x) ,

,(I+I/n)-laIIiDaT; IlIv(x) $ Cll/lly(x) '

lal:$; I
,lin IIR; ,l/llv(x) $ CII/IILq(x) ,

q

= p ,p' ,

,-I+I/nIlVR;,l/llv(x) $ Cll/llv(x)·

(Here TI denotes the operator with kernel K I .)
In §2 we were able to prove the desired L 2 estimates for TI using Plancherel's theorem for R.n - 1 and a partial integration argument. To prove the
desired L P estimates we shall also use a partial integration argument; however, here we shall need to invoke the following oscillatory integral theorem of
Carleson and Sjolin [3] and Stein [18] which will serve as a substitute for the
Plancherel theorem.
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Lemma 3.6. Let a(x' ,y') be a COO function supported in the set {(x' ,y') E
lR n - 1 x lR n - 1 : Ix'i < 1/4,1/2 < Iy'l < 2}. Then iffor A. > 0 we set

R;f(x') = (

/;'tp(x' ,y') a(x' ,y')f(y') dy' ,

JRn-l

it follows that for all (real) functions (jJ belonging to some fixed neighborhood
./Y of the function (jJo(x' ,y') = Ix' - Y'l in the COO topology
IIR;.fllp, ~ cr(n-2)/p' IIfll p '

(3.38)
(3.39)

IIR;.fll q ~ cr(n-I)/p' IIfll q ,

q = p ,p' ,

if p and p' are as above. The constant C depends only on the size of finitely
many derivatives of the function a.
To apply Lemma 3.6, we shall need to know more about the kernel KI (x ,y) .
In the following lemma we collect the necessary facts.

Lemma 3.7. The kernel KI (x ,y) can be written as
(3.40)

KI (x ,y) =

L

j=O,1

aj(x ,y)

I ('
• X

-

.n-2 eirtpj(x' ,y)
')I(n-2)/21 (
•

Y

x-

y

)1 '

where, for every fixed N, the factors aj satisfy
(3.41)

~ Ca (1 + .(xi _ YI)2) -Nix' - y'r 1al ,

IDa aj(x ,y)1

and, furthermore, the phase functions (jJ j are real and have the property that when
8 is small enough, 0 < P ~ 8 and y I E [-8 , 8] is fixed, the dilated functions
(3.42)

"

(x ,y )

-+

j

-I

(-1) P

,

,

(jJj(px ,y\, py ) E./Y,

where ./Y is the set in Lemma 3.6. Also, one has the uniform estimates
(3.43)

IKI(x ,y)1

~ C. n- 2( 1 + .lx l

-

yll) - I .

Remark 3.8. The phase functions satisfy (3.42) since we are assuming that
Q(O, D) = -~. Also, recall that the kernel of the ball multiplier operators in
lR n - 1 ,
{

behave asymptotically like

JI~'I~r

/(x'-y' ,n

df.' ,

• n-I e irlx'-y'l
I.(x' _ y')l n/2

(plus another term with Ix' -Y'l being replaced by -Ix' -Y'l in the exponential).
Thus, Lemma 3.7 tells us that the kernel KI (x ,y) is basically the product of
• -3/2 times the product of the kernel of an approximation to the identity of
width .-1/2 in the first variable and a ball multiplier operator kernel in the other
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variables. On account of this, the reason that the bounds in the L P Carleman
inequality (3.3) are worse than the corresponding L 2 Carleman inequality (2.2)
is related to the fact that the above ball multiplier operators map L P (R.n-I)
functions with fixed compact support to Lfoc with norm comparable to r1/2-l/n
when p is as above. (For results of a similar nature see [15, 17].)
Proof of Lemma 3.7. For simplicity, let us first assume that we are in the ideal
case where Q(x, D) = -~, and in this case, let us assume that x = O. Then,
by a change of scale, the kernel would equal
iT«Il(X ,Y ,~)

(

JR' PI (re) lel~ _ 2iel _ 1 de,

r n- 2

where cI> is as in (2.24).
To compute this oscillatory integral, we express
rw', with w' E Sn-2 and recall that

l

PI (re)e
S.-2

iTr(x' -

y' ,w'}

,

""'

dw = L..J a±
±

e'

in polar coordinates

e' =

i±Trlx'-y'l

e
,

Ir(x _ y

, ( -2)/2

)1 n

for functions a± satisfying IDaa±l:5 CalX' _y'I-la l . Next, recall that PI (re) =
o when le'l ¢. [1/4,4]. This is fortunate since it is easy to check that when
b(el'r) in C;'(R. x R.) has r support in [1/4,4]

!i

b(e

r)

eiTrlx'-y'l eiT[~I(xl-Yd+(xl-Yd2(ir+';d/21

+ e~ _ 2iel

=

a(x y)

'

Ir(x - y)1
for a function a satisfying (3.41). Finally, if one combines the last two identities, then one sees results in Lemma 3.7 hold for this special case.
The proof for the general case follows from a similar argument after one
takes note of the fact that if ¢ is as in (3.28) and h belongs to a bounded
subset of C oo (Sn-2)
I'

r2

l ., ,
S.-2

e'T</>(X

,y ,w) h(w') dw'

_ 1

drde

= ""'

I

iTtpj(X' ,y)

a. --e---;----,2,.,.-1"'"'
j~1 ] Ir(x' _ y')I(n- ) 2

where the 'Pj are as in Lemma 3.7 and IDaajl :5 CalX' - y'I-la l . This just
follows from standard stationary phase results, such as [9, Theorem 7.7.6], and
the fact that ¢ satisfies (3.28), and hence, for x' close to y', is a small perturbation of (x' - y' , e') . This is half of the argument. The other estimate which
involves eland a radial integration goes exactly as before. One gets the rapid
decay (3.41) since we have lower bounds (3.30) on the imaginary part of cI>.
End of proof of Lemma 3.3. First let '1 E C;'(R.) be supported in [1/4,4]
and have the property that ~:'oo '1(2 vs) = 1, s > 0, and set '1o(s) = 1 ~~oo '1(2 V s). Then we define kernels KI,v' v = 0, 1 ,2, ... ,as follows
KI,)x,y) = {

'1(rrvlx'-y'I)KI(X'y),
(,

,)

'10 rlx -YI KI(x,y),

v>O,
v=O.
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We claim that, if TI,v are the operators associated to these kernels, then
Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 imply that for functions supported in X one has the
following estimates:
(3.44)

IIT;,vfllv'(x)
IIT;,vfllv(x)

(3.45)

~

C2- 2v / n IIfllv(x) '

~ C(t2- V )-I/P't-(I+I/n) IIfll v (x)'

By summing a geometric series one sees that these estimates imply (3.10.1) as
well as (3.11.1) for the special case a = O.
Let us first see why (3.44) holds. One can check that (3.43) implies that the
L' norm of K;,o with respect to either of the variables is O(t n - 2 t - n /,). But,
if we let r = nl(n - 2), it then follows from Young's inequality, and the fact
that IIp - IIp' = 21n, that

II T;,ofll p' ~

Ct n- 2 t -nt' IIfllp

= Cllfll p

as desired.
To prove the result for v > 0, set X' = {Ix'i < e} and let K;,v be the
kernel of the operator Tt,v' Then, if we fix Xl and YI' it follows that the
p'
p',
L (X) --+ L (X) norm of the operator

(~,vg)(x') = L,K;,v(X,y)g(y')dy '
(n-I)(I-I/p+l/p')
equals ( 2v It)
times the norm of the dilated operator

,,
(r.I,v g )'
(x) = f·
KI,v(x l ,px,'YI ,py"
)g(y )dy

where we have set p = 2V It. However, by Lemma 3.7, the kernel in the last
integral equals the complex conjugate of
t

n-

2

,

,

"'"

'

,

'lOX - Y I) L..Jaj(YI ,py ,XI ,px) I

e i(TP)'p-llpj(PY' ,XI ,px')
('

tp X - Y

')I(n-2)/21 (

,

t XI' px 'YI' py

')1 '

and, consequently, one can use Lemma 3.6 to. see that
1It;,v g llp'

~

C(tp)-(n-2)/p' .tn-2(tp)-(n-2)/2t-I((XI_YI)2+/)-1/2I1gllp,

when p is as in (3.42).
A little arithmetic, though, will now show that this implies the following
estimate for ~,v:
(3.46)

II J(x' K; ,v(x ,y)g(y') dy'll v' (X')
~ Ct

-2/n (

(XI - YI)

2

+ (2 vIt) 2)-1/2 IIgll v

(x')
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whenever g is supported in X' . To use this notice that, if r = n/(n - 2) , as
above, then

(i:

((XI - y /

+ (i' I'l/) -r12 dx l) I/r

= C (r:/2v)2In ,

and so the desired estimate (3.44) follows from (3.46) and Young's inequality.
(See §2 for a similar argument.)
The other inequality, (3.45), follows from a similar argument. In fact, as
above, the case v = 0 is trivial, while for v > 0 one sees that Lemmas 3.6 and
3.7 along a change of scale argument give that

( K;,)x ,y)g(y') dy'11
II lx'
V(X'l
~Cr:

-1/2-l/n·

-v -lip' (

(r:2)

l+rlx l -y l l

2)-2

Ilgllv(X'l'

which implies (3.45) since

1

00

-00

2 -2

(1 + r:lxl - yll)

dX I = Cr:

-1/2

.

It is clear that these arguments will also prove the remaining estimates in
(3.11.1)-(3.13.1) since VT; ~ r:T; and DaR;,1 ~ r:1+laIT;. This completes

the proof.

ApPENDIX: THE PHASE FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION

In this section we shall outline the construction of the phase function
<l>(x ,y ,e) in Lemma 3.4 and sketch the proof of (3.26)-(3.30). The arguments are essentially in Treves [20, Chapter 11] to which we refer the reader
for more details.
First we recall that <l> is to be an approximate solution to the complex eikonal
equation
which can be rewritten as
1
w'(X)<l>xl(X,y,e)

+

i
(
)
1
w'(x)a ex, <l>x,(x,y,e) = w'(y)e l

+

i
,
w'(y)a(ey,e).

As we noted before, this equation cannot in general be solved. However, the
first step in finding an approximate solution is to solve the real eikonal equation

obtained by "freezing" XI = YI. This equation can always be solved in a
neighborhood of the diagonal x' = y' , and, in fact there is a unique real solution
which vanishes when (x' - y' ,e') = 0 and satisfies (3.28) (see e.g. [20, Chapter
6]).
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Next, if <l> is to be as in (3.27), then we are now led to study the equation

1
i
( ex,4Jx'(x " ,Y,~)
W'(X)'I'Xl(X,y,~)+
w'(x)a
=

1

i

+

'l'x,(x,y,~) )

,

W'(y)~1 + w,(y)a(ey,~)

for an unknown function 'I'(x ,y ,~) which is to vanish when XI = YI' If
we recall Remark 3.5, then it follows from [20, pp. 572-575] that, by choosing an almost analytic extension of a(ex ,~') with respect to the X variable,
one can find an approximate solution having the property that, if e is small
enough and x, Y EX, then the difference between the right-hand and left-hand
side of the equation is
I1m 'l'IN I~II-N) for every N which implies (3.26).
Furthermore, since one sees that 'I' is of the form (cf. (2.24))

o(

2

2

(XI-YI)):
.(XI-YI) (
):')
(
)2 ):'1)
):)
(
)):
'I' X ,Y ,'" = XI-YI "'I + 2(1 + Y I ) "'I +1 2(1 + YI) a ey,,,, +0 e(xI-Y I 1'" ,
(

the last two properties, (3.29) and (3.30), follow when e is small enough.
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